
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  

ENGLISH   III     
Summer   Reading   Assignment   2021   

  
English   III   is   a   survey   course   of   American   Literature.   We   will   read   many   great   works   in   
class,   so   in   order   to   get   ready,   your   task   is   to   choose   one   of   the   following   books   of   classic   
American   titles,   read   it   thoroughly,   and   provide   responses   to   five   of   the   questions   below.   
  

First,   choose   carefully.   Read   up   on   each   title   and   choose   one   you’ll   enjoy.   Once   school   
starts,   you’ll   share   your   thoughts   in   the   form   of   a   “book   talk”   presentation.   
  

My   Antonia    by   Willa   Cather   
The   Catcher   in   the   Rye,    JD   Salinger   
The   Adventures   of   Huckleberry   Finn    by   Mark   Twain   
The   Grapes   of   Wrath    by   John   Steinbeck  
Their   Eyes   Were   Watching   God    by   Zora   Neale   Hurston   
A   Gathering   of   Old   Men    by   Ernest   Gaines   
A   Farewell   to   Arms    by   Ernest   Hemingway   
The   Red   Badge   of   Courage    by   Stephen   Crane   
For   Whom   the   Bell   Tolls    by   Ernest   Hemingway   
Catch-22    by   Joseph   Heller  
Atlas   Shrugged    by   Ayn   Rand   
The   House   of   Mirth    by   Edith   Wharton   
The   Jungle    by   Upton   Sinclair   
Invisible   Man    by   Ralph   Ellison  
Fahrenheit   451    by   Ray   Bradbury   
  

Second,   decide   which   five   of   the   following   questions   you   want   to   answer.   (Questions   are   
on   the   next   page.)   You   must    choose   one   question   from   each   column .   Respond   in   
well-crafted,   typed   paragraphs.   By   well-crafted,   I   mean   that   you   should   have   a   strong   
assertion/topic   sentence   that   echoes   and   answers   the   question   and   frames   the   response,   
textual   evidence   to   support   your   assertions,   and   strong   commentary   that   connects   your   
evidence   to   your   assertions   by   explaining    how    the   evidence   proves   the   point   you   are   
trying   to   make.   
  
  
  
  
  

    

  



  

  
  

Please   bring   your   book   with   you   on   the   first   day   of   school   in   August.   Your   typed   and   
printed   responses   will   be   due   on   the   second   class   day.   Feel   free   to   e-mail   me   at   
rmcdonald@johnpaul2chs.org    with   any   questions   you   may   have.   
  

Have   a   great   summer   and   happy   reading!   
  

Ms.   McDonald   
  

    

Setting   
Choose   1   

Characters   
Choose   1   

Plot   
Choose   1   

Language   
Choose   1   

Connections   
Choose   1   

How   important   
is   the   place   or   
time   to   the   
story?   

Which   
character   is   the   
fairest   and   
which   is   the   
bravest?   

What   are   the   
most   important   
events   in   the   
story?   

What   images   
did   the   writing   
evoke   and   how   
did   the   author   
use   language   
to   convey   
those   images?   

How   are   the   
characters,   
setting,   and   
problems   like   
those   in   other   
books   you   
have   read?   

In   another   time   
or   place,   how   
would   the   story   
change?   

What   choices   
did   a   character   
have   and   how   
did   those   
choices   affect   
the   plot?   

What   events   in   
the   story   were   
not   actually   
written,   but   you   
understood   
from   between   
the   lines   what   
was   
happening?   

Where   did   the   
author   
describe   
something   
particularly   
well?   

What   surprised   
you   about   this   
book?   

How   does   the   
author   control   
the   passage   of   
time?   

Which   
character   
taught   you   the   
most   and   what   
did   s/he   teach   
you?   

What   clues   did   
the   author   give   
to   allow   the   
reader   to   
predict   the   
ending?   

How   does   the   
beginning   of   
the   book   work   
to   frame   the   
story?   

What   are   your   
unanswered   
questions   
about   the   
book?   
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